BELIEFS BY GROUP
TABLE 4: DISTRUST
No.

Pg

Jihadists’ Distrust of CrusaderWest
[A]

1

The Americans and Europeans, and
their plotting - in the last two
28
centuries - to weaken the Muslim
people's faith

2

The modern crusader-Jewish,
American-led campaign against the
Arab and Islamic world has clearly
announced its goals: total
29
elimination of the civilizational,
religious, political, economic,
social, and cultural existence of
Muslims

3

Transforming the political map of
the middle east and the arabislamc world, that is transforming
29
the ruling systems and
reconstructing, replacing or forming
them anew.

4

Redrawing the map of certain
countries by encouraging
29
fractiousness as well as localized
religious, ethnic, and political strife.

5

Destroying cultural identity based
resistance movements and
reconstituting the social fabric by
removing the religious intellectual
29
and moral foundations of the region
and re-shaping them on the basis of
western thought specifically
american-zionist thought.

Pg

Jihadists’ Distrust of Non-Jihadist
Muslims
[B]

27

Likewise the Islamic awakening is
enduring an intellectual decline as a
result of the efforts of hypocrites
among the ulama and the defeatists
within its leadership

30

The American attack today depends and we must accept this agonizing
reality - on complete cooperation from
the overwhelming majority of the
current Arab rulers..

30

It is a disaster that many Islamic ulama
as well as party and organizational
leaders have begun to sell the notion
of prostration and our inability to
wage war.

30

The enemy media has convinced them
to sell the idea of peaceful coexistence,
inter-civilisational exchange and
peaceful dialogue and mutual
understanding with colonizers who
devastate us day and night with smart
bombs and rockets

30

They use tanks to implement
programs for social religious, and
cultural transformation, for replacing
the Islamic ideology, and fragmenting
the Arab and Muslim identity.
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Pg

Jihadists’ Distrust of Non-Jihadist
Muslims
[B]

30

They plan programs for reshaping
our societies that include intellectual
and cultural elements, educational
changes, and media programs they
hope will reshape everything,
including the Friday sermon in the
pulpits of Muslim mosques, including
the two Sanctuary mosques, Al-Azhar,
and any mosque of similar influence in
every Muslim country, city, town and
village.

30

At the hands of our countrymen, who
have names like our own , who wear our
clothes and speak our tongue, services
are offered to the colonizer to
assassinate the ummah, defeat the
religion, kill our sons, and wipe out all
elements of civilization.

30

These collaborating groups are not
confined to intellectual movements,
nor to specific ethnic or religious
groups. Within this vile column are
those who claim a variety of identities,
beginning with so-called Islamism and
continuing with every color of secularist
and political group in our lands.

50

The official religious establishment
and a large portion of the ulama and
their religious institutions are
unflinchingly poised to become a part
of the new world order.

50

More clearly, they (religious
establishments) are poised to join the
enemy, having officially chosen to go
along with their infidel governments
that function within the new crusaderjewish campaign.

[A]

6

7

8

9

10

Hegemony over the sources of
wealth in the region particularly oil
and gas, minerals resources and
other agricultural and livestock
29 resources so as to pump them
through the arteries of the
invaders and the zionist entity
implanted in the heart of the
region.

Transforming the region into a
market for liquidating imperialist
29 products vis so-called partnership
and free trade agreements in the
Middle East.
Numerous media sources have
revealed that America, with
Britain and Israel behind her
(along with all of the NATO and
29 European nations rotating in
America's orbit), has sought to use
all its military, strategic, economic
and media might to realize these
objectives.
It can be said that this "third
crusader campaign" is a
malicious continuation of the two
campaigns that preceded it -the
30 first during the eleventh and twelfth
christian centuries and the second
spanning from the seventeenth
century until the middle of the
twentieth century.
Likewise, writing, protesting and
other works of civil resistance are
works that are permissable under
35
the "False democracy" of
colonialism can be used by our
supporters...
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99

As for the political parties that are
called "Islamic", their political
programs are built on a mixture of
Islamic and western democratic
foundations mixed with some
religious foundations to call them
"islamic programs" and "islamic
parties."

[A]

11

12

13

14

15

16

The illegal appropriation of
101 Muslims' wealth and their
primary riches

The fortunes are being stolen
And here we stand at the end of 2004,
from their very source because
watching as Arab and Islamic
they are extracted by foreign
intelligence services work side by side
companies that supervise extraction,
with American CIA and FBI officers,
102 marketing, and trade and that
127
combating the terrorism of Islam and
manage the international banks
Muslims, from Syria to Egypt to
where the returns come to rest. This
Morocco to Algeria, to Tunisia to Sudan
completes the cycle of robbery from
to the Arabian peninsula.
beginning to end.
The robbery begins with contracts
made with the treacherous
...everyone is in America's service
103 government and extends to
127
today
falsifying the amount of oil
extracted.
What a pity that the ulama of the
Muslims has remained silent and
cowering . Even from the pulpits of
...our resources are stolen by
Friday prayer at the al-Haram mosque
limiting the price of oil and
103
128 in Mecca the sultan's hypocritical
marketing it worldwide at the
ulama condemn jihad and the
cheapest of prices.
mujahideen, defend their rulers, and
call for protecting the blood of the
unbelieving invaders.
Then comes the last stage of
stealing, when our country's
The Muslim governments today are
share of the profits is transferred
infidel and apostate, for they have
103 to Western banks to turn into
137
substituted God's sharia and ruled
electronic numbers and zeros in the
according to laws that are not His.
accounts they run their economy
with
...do not permit our governments
103 to withdraw from it except in
limited and calculated amounts.

They have also allied with God's
enemies and as a result have betrayed
137
God, His messenger, and the
believers.
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19

America and its European NATO
allies are beginning the twenty first
century and the third millennium
118
with plans that consider Islam
and Muslims the strategic and
historical next standing enemy.

20

Thus its policies will be built upon
the assumption of inherent
118 incompatibility between Western
Christian civilization and the
Muslim and Islamic civilization.

21

...the American propaganda that
what all what the world is going
119
through now is a result of the
September events.

22

Like I said, we are now witnessing
an opportunistic American-Jewish
carefully programmed media
campaign

23

...that blows the events of
September out of proportion, in
order to justify its invasion to the
rest of the world

24

All of this through its
opportunistic utilization of the
122
term 'terror' and the campaign to
fight it.

25

this is a Crusade with occupation
123 goals, and it is led by America,
Britain, and Israel

26

they are aided by all NATO's
123 European countries, Russia and
America's allies

Pg

Jihadists’ Distrust of Non-Jihadist
Muslims
[B]
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27

The expansion of the NATO, and
the raising of crusader
124
slogans…clearly indicates their
crusading objectives.
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[A]

28

It is striking that the European
Union is revealing a Christian
124 identity, by refusing Turkey's
membership in spite of its attempt
to join for many years.

29

321

30

The reader will see that what we are
living today...is nothing other than
358
the repetition of what happened in
the last two centuries.

31

Bush and his key administration
officials are now preparing
everyone for their next step:
530
Syria, or maybe Iran, and he is
hinting at dividing Saudi Arabia
and taking Egypt over.

Pg

Jihadists’ Distrust of Non-Jihadist
Muslims
[B]

The 'Outer Invasion' of the
Islamic World

The Muslim struggle with the
53132
'Room' [The west] throughout
532
Islamic history.

33

The Americans'... plans for
555 reforming its educational and
religious programs

34

... are nothing other than the
(foolish) repeated implementation
555 of the European colonial program
in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.

Crusader-Zionist Western plans
to eradicate..on the intellectual
109835
and cultural , political, economic,
1100
societal, educational, military and
security levels.
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